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Abstract
My artistic practice explores the possibility of
shifting anthropocentric perspectives through
media installations. These perspectives exist in
the positions we hold in relation to the
environment: they continue to exteriorize and
distance humans from the environment. To
reorient our attention in its direction, and the
other-than-human life forms that sustain it, is a
social imperative of our times. Reevaluating our
engagement with the other, meaning other
beings or selves, including other-than-human
selves and landscapes, is to readjust our
relationship with the environment. It is a way to
reposition how to be and to act in the world, but
to do so with a different perspective, one that
can be framed by time-based media that
focuses on the other.
Media installations offer sensory experiences
that, through the projection of moving images
and sound, mediate the viewers’ relationship to
an ecology in atmospheric spaces permeated
with light, color, and sound. Through them, I
create spaces to question human perspectives
and consider other-than-human points of view.
In my artistic practice, I use media in installation

form for its ability to generate reframed
relations to imagine perspectives and narratives
that immerse the viewer in “the lives of others.”1
It’s a practice of making space, to consider the
positions of other selves by incorporating
different frames of reference available in media.
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Introduction
To Make Atmosphere explores a methodology of
using media in installation form to reﬂect on the
process of making habitable space with others.
Central to this thesis is the other, as other living
beings, and the relationship between humans
and the environment. The term atmosphere is
interpreted to mean the matter surrounding the
Earth’s surface, as well as the environment
created through media. In this thesis, the phrase
“to make atmosphere” is chosen as a mode of
thinking about the shared habitable space, which
is a place for interaction and exchange; a space
for being and for relation.
This thesis begins by drawing a theoretical
framework for the works that follow. This
framework succinctly represents a world that
from the outset has been built collaboratively
through symbiotic evolution, as the result of a
process of mergers. I begin by reﬂecting on
symbiosis and symbiogenesis, concepts where
evolution progresses through incorporation and
adaptation as explained by biologist and
evolutionary theorist Lynn Margulis. Her work is
instrumental in understanding that life is
dependent on others.
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I then refer to ideas of collaborative making, the
need for new stories, and an argument about
other-than-human selfhood. I include the work
of feminist theorist Donna Haraway, which
explains sympoiesis, a form of collaborative
organization in living systems. She also advocates
for the need to deeply consider the importance
of stories, especially those describing our
relationship to others. I continue by considering
ideas on selfhood by anthropologist Eduardo
Kohn, in which selfhood is found within living
beings. He argues that selfhood isn’t bound to
language and that other beings are also selves.
Drawing on these works, I propose that we must
consider the points of view of other selves in the
stories that are created through media.
I close this framework discussing space as an
opportunity to think and interact with others,
explaining
immersion
as
proposed
by
philosopher Emanuele Coccia. His recent work
considers the atmosphere as a place for
exchange, or “mixture.” To be able to think about
how space comes into being, how atmosphere is
created, is to think about a history of mergers
and interaction —this is the objective of the
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media installations I have created, which I
discuss following this framework.
I proceed by expanding on media gestures that,
in installation form, bring forward the
relationships that humans have with the
environment, its landscapes, and living beings.
Time-based media provides a space for
reﬂection: in installation form, moving images
and sound generate not only positional
perspectives, but also time to consider them.
For support on my insights on the space of
projections I rely on the work by art theorist
Giuliana Bruno.
In my practice, moving images and sound are
projected into a space to generate ecological
installation environments. These installations
include the representations of those who make
atmosphere. They are places to consider what
interactions generate atmosphere, and what
perceptions inﬂuence our positions within the
ecologies that produce it.
As installations, the works interact with
architecture in order to create a new space.
Screen-based and aural, these works depend on
—but also alter— spaces through light, color and

sound. The conditions of the space created by
installations alter the relationships between
humans, landscapes, other beings and territories
through scale and dynamics. The works are then
spatial and durational, and are edited as such.
They unfold into the space by creating a new
environment through scale, time, and focus.
Through media, these works explore distance
and proximity in boundaries of space and
selfhood by way of relational and perspectival
positions.
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A Framework for Radical Revision
Ours is a period of time where human activity
has drastically changed the surface of the
planet. This activity is the result of our
relationship to the environment. When we hold
anthropocentric perspectives, we look at otherthan-humans as beings outside of society, and
instead as members of nature, a place that no
longer deﬁnes us. As a result, we consider these
spaces as separate. Our perspective is estranged
and detached, in need of refocusing in order to
really see the distance between us.
In reality, it’s with other animals, plants, fungi,
bacteria and other single-celled organisms that
humans shape the surface of the Earth together.
Gaia hypothesis explains how the planet’s life
forms maintain the atmosphere in homeostasis
through regulation by interacting ecosystems.2
These systems, together, behave like a large
living organism controlling the temperature,
levels of acidity/alkalinity, and gas composition
on the planet’s surface.3 It’s humans that over
time joined the organisms that created the
atmosphere, making a habitable space for life to
thrive. In altering weather conditions more
visibly now, humans, in fact, need the help of
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other beings to stabilize them again.
Since life evolved symbiotically, species have
always created atmosphere together. Through
symbiosis, different organisms learned to live in
close proximity with each other through physical
contact. This cohabitation of ancestral bacteria
eventually led to mergers, and these mergers led
to symbiogenesis: new organs, organisms, and
species that evolved from symbiosis.4
We share origins and environments with the
planet’s other-than-human. How may we change
the way we think about our differences, so that
what is distinct to each species is valued, but
what is created together becomes precious?
Animals and plants, for example, are more similar
than they appear to be. Although they have
developed different strategies for survival, they
share important similarities within cell structure,
both having their nuclei surrounded by
membranes, as opposed to it ﬂoating freely in
the cell, and sharing similar reproductive
approaches.5 Through collaboration, early cells
evolved into more complex organisms.
Interaction and interdependence bring novel
ways of being in the world. As Lynn Margulis
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stated, “multicomposition is our nature.”6
One of the most interesting aspects of being in a
world with so many different life forms is how
they came to evolve in response to each other.
“Nothing makes itself;
nothing is really
autopoietic or self-organizing.”7 Donna Haraway
explains this idea of interdependence through
the term sympoiesis, meaning “making-with.”8 In
sympoietic ecosystems, there are no welldeﬁned boundaries; they are collectively made,
with information and control distributed among
its components.9 Evolution in a sympoietic
ecosystem depends on how its parts respond to
each other.
In respect to environmental conditions today,
the way we respond to other beings and how we
coordinate our actions as a collective body will
determine what form life will take in the future.
We can take other perspectives into account to
respond to the conditions we are experiencing.
We may even ﬁnd alternative methods to deal
with the changing environment if we look to
others as partners.
If we regard ourselves through the lens of human
exceptionalism, we close ourselves off to the

possibility of working together. This narrative
separates humans from other perspectives. For
this reason, how we describe our relationship
with other beings becomes a matter for
reﬂection: “It matters what stories tell stories.”10
As we reorient our positions, and we ﬁnd ways to
engage with nature more closely, it’s important
that the stories we tell are inclusive. The
perspectives of others may help us imagine
alternative possibilities. Other species can
reﬂect and make visible other ways of
understanding the environment. “Becoming
with” others,11 and ﬁnding ways to understand —
with others— can sustain life on the planet.
Integrating other-than-human thought means
that we have to acknowledge the capacity of
plants and animals to think. We can begin to
understand other-than-human thought by
acknowledging that other beings are selves. As
Eduardo Kohn argues, selfhood is not a
condition unique to humans —plants and animals
are selves as well; “living beings are the loci of
selfhood.”12 Selfhood too is extended over
individual organisms, “it can be distributed over
bodies” as well as over “biological lineages.”13

13
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In this view, the idea of selfhood is a process of
representing and responding to the world,
including the other selves within the same
environment that surround a self. Selfhood
depends on representation, not speciﬁcally on
language, and in fact: “Self is both the origin and
the product of an interpretative process.”14
If interpretation and representation of the world
is a form of thinking, then thought is common in
other life forms. We can then acknowledge these
different perspectives; each one discerning and
responding to a changing atmosphere by
collaborating with other beings within a larger
system of which humans are also a part of. When
it comes to adjusting to changing ecologies,
other selves are also looking back at us, in
relation to us, to better understand the
environment. If selfhood is located in selves,
including other-than-human selves, adopting
another’s perspective is necessary to understand
the making of a shared ecosystem.
Our shared interactions determine the shape of
environments. Creating atmosphere is the result
of a web of relations, a space made through
collaboration that Emanuele Coccia calls the
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“metaphysical structure of mixture.”15 This
metaphysical space is activated through
“immersion,” and requires that living beings
identify with the world in which they are
immersed.16 This space is one of exchange
between life forms, one where energy is
transferred from one body to another in the
formulation
of
atmosphere.
Interactions
between plants and animals take place in the
atmosphere where climate is collectively made
—beginning, for example, with plants transferring
one kind of energy into another, initiating
exchanges with other life forms. This is also
where we inhabit and are in relation,17 meaning
we "make world [faire monde]; reciprocally, to
construct (our) world.”18
We can ﬁnd that the metaphysics of being in the
world are highly relational.19 Plants, in particular,
expose themselves to the world in order to
interact with it. Their way of projecting
themselves in the world generates atmosphere.
Their vertical movement towards the sun and
into the soil shows us how we are at once bound
to cosmological systems as well as to Earth’s
systems. We can come to new perspectives of

being in the world from plants’ immersion and
exchange of substance with their surroundings.
They have a distinct ability to "(re)-create
atmosphere.”20 Light and air, as substance, allow
us to realize that “we depend on the lives of
others.”21 Because of how deeply plants immerse
themselves in the environment to transform it,
they show us how extending ourselves in similar
ways, physically and metaphysically, through our
thoughts and our senses, we can turn matter
into atmosphere and a space of “encounter and
mixture.”22
We are intrinsically tied to environments as
distinct in scale as possibly imaginable. We are
also intrinsically interdependent on others to
make habitable atmospheres. Another’s way of
interpreting the world may also help us learn to
see with a renewed perspective, one outside of
ourselves, and less anthropocentric. Seeing
ourselves as part of a larger system, organism, or
landscape is to reﬂect on the nature of a
relational atmosphere.
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Shifting Perspectives Through Multimedia Installations
Reframing a perspective is an act that requires
attention, as much as it needs time and space.
Shifting a point of view necessitates a practice
of focusing and refocusing. My work has become
an attempt at creating spaces to observe how
we view our entanglements, to consider other
points of view —a practice of shifting
perspectives. I have found that it is possible to
do this through a sensory space via moving
images and sound. They provide ways to explore
perspectives in the way they are recorded,
edited, and projected into a space. They can
also magnify and amplify these perspectives
through scale, allowing the body to become
active in understanding the position from which a
particular view is created. Involving the body in
order to reﬂect on our sight is a way to
incorporate that understanding affectively;
furthermore, moving images with sound, as
Giuliana Bruno phrases, “affect in transmittable
forms and intermediated ways.”23
The title of this thesis, To Make Atmosphere,
comes from the physical interactions that create
and sustain the atmosphere, but it also refers to
an aesthetic quality for making media
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installations. Atmospheric works are both
created and sustained by substance, light and
sound, and by the human and other-than-human
selves that represent and are represented in the
exhibition space. These selves both project
themselves and are projected into the media
installation, a place for exchange. Projections
generate an atmosphere that enables “haptic
screen encounters.”24 They facilitate sensing and
coming in contact with the surrounding otherthan-human.
To make space for others has been occupying my
mind for a long time. This idea has taken form
through research and practice in the exploration
of space with moving images and sound.
Observations stemming from the contemporary
works of art and ﬁlm by James Turrell, Olafur
Eliasson, Janet Cardiff, and Lucrecia Martel had
a profound effect on my work. Their explorations
with light, space, sound and cinema have deeply
informed my own methodology for making,
which can be placed at an intersection of these
practices, rendering ways of perceiving
sensorially and engaging the body in cinematic
gestures.
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In also conducting interdisciplinary research
beyond the realm of art, I’m receptive of works
by theorists in ﬁelds like science, philosophy,
and anthropology that consider different
perspectives regarding our entanglements with
others. I’ve expanded the scope of my research
to
encompass
relationships
with
the
environment beyond the human experience, to
reﬂect on the possibility of mediating and
reimagining them through media installation.
Arising from a practice of considering relations,
my work is an invitation to contemplate on the
perspectives of others, together. This is possible
through the permeable space that media
projections create via “a mechanism that
regulates the establishment of the boundaries
between subject and object, and thus regulates
the sense of what is internal and external.”25
In media, we engage in processes of
understanding. We see through speciﬁc frames.
Through these processes, we can begin to
imagine and see ourselves reﬂected in other
selves. With media, I create affective
representations of our symbionts —the singlecelled, multicellular, or composite organisms like

diatoms, algae, and lichens, along with plants
and animals— and the relationships that link us
with others as part of the environment. Through
framing and positioning in space, we can observe
relationships with the aesthetic representation
of these other selves and we can build bridges of
cognitive access. The space of a media
installation is a particularly effective one, where
projections illuminate the relationship between
other selves and ourselves. Here, we can
reimagine the positions we hold and alter the
space between us.
Stories emerge through media with speciﬁc
perspectives. I use moving images and sound in
installation works to question the relationships
and perspectives of the ecologies we are
members of, magnifying these perspectives into
a space for observation. These works use time,
scale, and space as modalities to deconstruct a
particular perception of other living beings and
landscapes. Time is slowed down into temporal
experiences with other selves and landscapes in
moving images. Scale alters the distance
between the viewer and the images and sounds.
Space
materializes
an
opportunity
to
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contemplate the spatial relationships between
us and others. Creating space for others to
inhabit is to make room for new perspectives.
In installation form, visual and sound media allow
us to observe ourselves in relation to moving
images and sound, and in this practice, to nature
ecologies. Media projections position the viewer
within a space, spatializing an experience to
further deconstruct vantage points, so that the
viewer’s movement through the installation
participates in materializing a speciﬁc position,
and thus a speciﬁc perspective.
Magnifying a Perspective
In magniﬁcation, perspectives open into
possibilities. In changing scale, we experience
sets of relations within a new context. The
projections that light a space with moving
images in a media installation are openings to
consider our position in relation to natural
habitats and the selves that create and
constitute it. A projected image also re-creates
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space, because it interacts with the architecture
and the social function of a gallery space to
provide a new context. Wall space is, for
projections, a permeable surface that enables
new meanings, it recontextualizes boundaries; “a
surface condition can activate new relations, in
the sense of different forms of relatedness.”26
An opportunity arises here to allow ourselves to
see what we know, at least in one way, in a new
light. Our experiences and observations, our
encounters with the world, form the basis of our
sight.
Media
continuously
alters
these
perspectives through sensory encounters with
moving images and sound, especially when
decontextualized. Our topography as persons,
and how we think as a species, can change with
relational encounters with other selves through
media installations.
A single-channel video I created, Entangled
Spaces, presents an opportunity to see the
bodies of moss and trees collapsed into one
plane, a reality where space and symbiosis
become explicit. The wall-projected video
depicts overlaid images of moss plants and
trees, further collapsing the space already
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shared by these plants. Though they can be
found growing on and around each other, the
video edits the space between them even
further, so that they inhabit the same plane
within the space of the projection. Their
symbiotic relationship becomes visible via space,
color and light. They inhabit the video territory
simultaneously, forming new images composed
by their overlapping bodies.
The projection in this work magniﬁes their
relationship and by extension, our relation with
them. We then share space with that which
seems an other through the time spent
reﬂecting on the substances and spaces we
modify together. We can recognize how scales
overlap in substances that matter to us all: light
and air.
Projected at an unfamiliar scale, Magniﬁed
Observations, a two-channel video installation,
brings microscopic plants and animals into a
temporal reality we can inhabit. The projections
allow us to see them and ourselves in one single
space, the gallery space, unobstructed by scale.
The video installation brings together life forms
from distinct ecological environments, one

channel depicting moss and lichen, while the
other features algae and diatoms. Observational
perspectives are mediated through slowfocusing movements and overlaid footage. The
living organisms’ footage is transformed into an
invitation to shift positionality. The moving
images then project other selves into our
contemplative space.
I recorded the videos by collecting moss, lichen,
and river water from familiar paths taken
frequently, focusing on a relationship with the
local landscape. Placed under microscopes for a
limited time in order to return them to their
habitats alive, these beings were seen at various
magniﬁcations. Contemplating relational ties by
folding different scales into a single substance,
that of light, draws attention to different
organisms bound to each other. The
environment is made and held with others.
Space, light and water are vital matter bridging
ecologies. The scale change makes this visible. It
allows for a momentary habitation of these
distinct scales of landscape, and it allows a
recognition of selfhood within an environment
that collapses distance and difference.
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Amplifying Magnitudes
To contemplate the spaces we form and inhabit
with others, I sometimes use media to think
through
sound.
Both
perceptively
and
cognitively, becoming aware in the form of
sound allows us to understand the space of an
environment. From noticing the sound of rain
falling, to the sound of wind blowing, sound tells
us about distance and parameters of the
environment. This awareness can also take place
by focusing on others through a media
installation. Ampliﬁcation reestablishes a relation
to the human body when sound scales long
durations of time and incites movements to
explore the space, discovering it through sound.
Movement then provides spatial awareness that
becomes relational to those represented in the
sonic environment.
Sound sustains relation: it is inherently
relational, and it needs contact. Within a media
installation reframing how we relate to the
environment and to other selves, sound is the
ﬁeld we transverse to get to our new
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perspectives. By recreating a landscape
sonically, sound can help re-materialize a reality.
This is where a new perspective can be
negotiated, but it requires that sound, its
frequency and dynamic be the threshold to
access spaces from which images and
perspectives may be reconsidered.
The sound of migrating birds repopulating the
local landscape at the end of winter became the
focus of Dawn Dialogues, a sound installation
made with ambisonic recordings. This piece
ampliﬁes the amount of calls and movement that
can be witnessed during the early hours of
spring. It can be experienced in a space as an
accumulation of sounds similar to that of
superimposed images. The work collapses the
time between each recording and rearranges
them in order to be enveloped by the multiple
birds that inhabit the region for the season. This
accumulation of sounds represents the
multitude of voices that interact with this local
ecology. As it unfolds, the recordings produce a
sonorous
environment
in
an
expanded
magnitude. The dialogues between the birds are
accumulated and ampliﬁed to envelop us. The
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scale of the ampliﬁcations allows us to hear the observing itself cast shadows on the projections,
diversity of life dependent on the ecologies we a positional awareness takes place. Movement
occupy with greater depth.
makes space tangible, and the ability to sense
space “becomes communicative interface.”27
The viewer can see their body presencing the
Calibrating Positions
experience, while the media itself projects the
perspective through which it frames the moving
images. Media then functions as a compass that
To calibrate the positionality and perspective deﬁnes our current position in relation to the
from which we see the world, I created a two- other by means of framing. These different
channel video installation titled Time Mirrors. frames of reference and duration allow us to be
This work looks at magnitudes of speed and at close proximity with distant landscapes.
scale that are difﬁcult to understand as a Placing the viewer in the center of the
sensation, focusing even further on what creates installation hints at a position informed by
a position and how we interpret that position gravity, a force regulating proximity and distance.
from its perspective.
We can feel this movement as a result of the
With projections opposing one another, the motion of the sun and the moon in the
passage of time is shown by focusing on a projections. A relationship based on gravity and
section of the sky where the sun and the moon matter is translated into an experience of
are visible. These images depict the celestial movement and light. To make atmosphere, these
bodies traveling across the frame of the video relationships are turned into substance,
through the atmosphere. The speed at which reinstating the surrounding as surrounded. The
they cross the frame reﬂects the Earth’s sun and the moon traversing the projections
movements through space.
around either side of the viewer’s body allows
When the body becomes active in the work by them to recognize that they represent the
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Earth’s mass. It situates the body within an
astronomic context. Each rotation and
revolution represented by the video installation
is an opportunity to decenter sight, to exercise a
shift of perspective and positionality at a
cosmological scale.
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Extro: Moving Forward
Media can be responsible for the perspectives
we hold, and thus for reimagining them with an
ecological
focus.
Spatialization
and
magniﬁcation of these moving images into space,
beyond having a lasting effect on the body, can
also radically reconstitute fundamental thought
frameworks
into
materially
constructive
relationships.
Expanding on the possibilities that the exhibition
space provides as a place for reﬂection and
dialogue, I’d like to continue exploring methods
to generate contact with others through media
installations. I’m further orienting my practice in
the direction of environmental relations as
encounters viewed through the lens of timebased media. In moving forward with this work, I
would like to focus on creating experiences
through a process of recognition and selfreﬂection that modiﬁes physical involvement,
creating visible entanglements through a
practice of coming closer to, or in contact with,
landscapes and others.
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